
NOTES on PLAN with Longitudinal Section showing proposed
Drill Holes, GIANT MINE, spillimachene, B.C.

Diamond Drill Holes suggested finally are those shown in blue lines
and numbered.

Length Vertical Angle Rake East
lA 193'0" 44°26' 25' To 700' level on footwalJ
2A 212.0 77.38 50' n 807' tt " "3A 337.0 74.51 75' " 925' " " "
4A 512.0 67.38 100' "1047' " " "5A 121.0 24.27 50' " 650' " " "6A 97.0 14.50 150' " 625' " " "7A 248.0 11.37 300' " 650' " " "SA 173.0 16.45 150 ' " 650' " ft H.W.
9A 253.0 11.18 250' " 650' " ft " "2096.0

This is outside of any hole to prove the west vein.
The Diamond Drill holes shown in carmine are figured differently as to'
the rake - e.g. line CO is laid out at right angles to the strike - so
that all points on this line are vertically below the point in the main
Tunnel at E, and I figured that any rake to the EaBt should be figured
from this line. This makes the holes longer so I have discarded them 
and have come back to the original plan as above - which however makes
a total of 2096 ft. of diamond drilling.
In order to allow for a hole to the west - or west from the Fault Hole
4A might be reconsidered and be dropped.

"J.L.P. ft Nov. 18/29.

Rake to the East figured from line CO for holes 1.2.3.4.5. and from
EF for 6.7.8 & 9. These are shown in carmine except Hole 5.

Blue Drill Holes "Aft

Rake to East figured from center
line of No. 6 Tunnel for holes
1,2,3, & 4.

These holes will be substituted
for those in black.

Length Vert. Angle

"J .L.Parker"
Nov. 18/29.

)
)Suggested to be drilled.
) See suggestions under the table
} for the final decisions.
)

Drill Hole No. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

170
248
376.5
546.5
121
150
304
221
308

2442

36°02"
560 30'
61.01
60°03'
24°27'

90 18
90 36

13°04
9°15

44026'
77°38'
74.51
67.38

143'0"
212.0
338.0
512 0 5

)
) suggested to
} be drilled.
)

NOTE: No.5 Mine workings Shown in :a.l-tte. 6t"ff'~
No. 6 Mine workings shown in Black.

Footwall on the different levels shown in Carmine.
Hanging wall shown in black and blue, #6 level-black Gr~~~

650 t levelb-lu-e.
Owing to different strikes of H.W. & F.W. on No. 6 level,
it is difficult to establish any exact position of same.
The lengths of Drill Holes are all worked correctly for
the various points shown - but whether they willhit the
F.W. at these plaees 1s impossible to say.

Drill stations shown ih Carmine.
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